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Zooming for Peace

In a necessary break with 
tradition, the October Peace service 
was held by Zoom instead of being in 

the civic Hall. nevertheless, all the usual 
features of the service were included: an 
address from the Lord Mayor, candles lit 
on behalf of nine faith traditions, readings, 
prayers and music, and the service was 
reckoned to be one of the best we have 
done. The candles were all together at the 
brahma kumaris centre.

cllr Taylor, the Lord Mayor, and her 
consort Mr Taylor, were appearing for the 

second time, a mayoral election having 
been deferred because of the pandemic. 
For Wania ahmed, the children’s Mayor, 
it was also a second showing. Her term 
of office was ending a couple of days 
later. The Lord Mayor spoke of Leeds 
as a proud, diverse, multicultural city 
where all are welcome no matter what 
their ethnicity, age, gender, faith or sexual 
orientation is.

sue Owen spoke about the ongoing 
work she is doing with schools based on 
the World Peace Flame.

The Leeds street Team gave a very 
hope-filled video presentation reflecting on 
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the impact of covid on their lives. Music 
was provided by a talented family of sikh 
musicians.

The readings from the faith traditions 
were a very interesting and varied selection 
of thought-provoking material.

The full text of the service, with the 
names of all the participants, and a video 
recording, are on our website. 

Leeds Street Team members and Sikh 
musicians

I aM sure I’m not the only one who 
was hoping that Lockdown-Life would 
be a thing of the past by christmas. 

after nine months of restrictions it was 
so disappointing to see coronavirus cases 
still on the rise at the start of the festive 
season. but by then most of us had become 
at least familiar—if not exactly comfortable 
—with Zoom meetings, for family, social 
and spiritual gatherings. 

as a solitary Pagan I am quite used to 
observing the major festivals on my own, 
so it wasn’t such an unusual situation to be 
in. It must have been perversity that made 
me want to join in a community celebration 
this year. Luckily I belong to a group that 
early in lockdown had started hosting the 
festivals on Zoom. 

earth spirit network is a branch of the 
unitarian fellowship for members with a 
Pagan leaning. They don’t have a leader as 
such, but one of the ministers, happy to be 
labelled Pagan, edits their newsletter and, 
over the years, has organised seasonal 

celebrations for Pagan members of his (and 
other) congregations. 

by December the on-line celebrations 
were well established so, on the evening 
of the Winter solstice, I joined in with a 
simple click, along with 38 others. I doubt 
that so many would ever manage to attend 
a ‘real’ event. 

after the traditional opening of the 
circle we listened to readings, lit a candle 
to welcome the rebirth of the sun, 
enjoyed meditation and music and had an 
opportunity to share thoughts in groups 
of four in break-out rooms. 

I still enjoy my solitary celebrations 
but there was certainly something special 
about joining with others, particularly at 
this difficult time. 

‘The longest night gifts us with time to 
enter the darkness fully. The stillness behind 
action gathers as we empty and trust in 
our renewal.’

Cynthia Dickinson     

Celebrating the Winter Solstice
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With joyful optimism
she boarded the ship,
fuelled by youthful vigour,
unwavering confidence
and boundless enthusiasm-

—a potent mixture.
She intrepidly headed
for far-flung Malaysia
to set up a school
in polyglot Penang.
Hearing impaired youth
from different faiths
became proud 

beneficiaries.
The ambitious goal,
Education for All.
Sea and jungle
provided the backdrop,
contrasting with
the Hovingham farm
of her childhood.

In Singapore,
her sympathic 

understanding
of the possibilities
for harmonious 

coexistence
developed apace.
At her thespian
daughter’s behest,
she studied
then launched into
teaching drama.
Former students
still profess gratitude
for her tenacity.
Loving and leaving
her beloved husband,
she accompanied Ramola
to northern climes
for boarding school
in Whitby.
Selfless sacrifice.

Not one to rest,
again she pursued
her great passion.
In Leeds, grateful pupils
gained qualifications
and accessed careers
previously considered 

unattainable
for the hearing impaired;
many became our friends.
Her final swansong,
community cohesion.
Supporting Leeds Concord
through interfaith 

programmes,
she tirelessly pursued
her vision until
the Namaste Youth Project
took flight.
In schools and out,
creativity bubbled.
How hard others worked
to bring this about!

Ode to Mama
A tribute to Joyce Sundram by her daughter, Ramola

Playing bridge, greeting 
neighbours,

attending South Asian 
Arts events,

worshipping faithfully
at St Edmund’s,
Mum and her beret
were well known.
Believing in thanking
people by name,
she taught me to
read a badge carefully.
Now you have gone
and here I am,
taking tentative steps
to continue your
life’s exceptional work.
God bless you,
my colourful mother,
Joyce May Sundram.
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Initiatory Wicca 
during the Covid-19 

Pandemic

LOckDOWn has been hard, 
for all sorts of reasons. as an 
Initiatory Wiccan I’ve found it 

particularly hard. as a tradition under 
the wider Pagan ‘umbrella’, Initiatory 
Wicca is practised in groups, in covens, 
and although it is possible to have a 
solitary practice to run alongside this, 
my focus for the last decade or more has 
been on group coven practice. This is 
all well and good when you can meet 
in person without fear of passing on 
a deadly virus, or when you are not 
under restrictions that do not permit 
anyone else inside your home. Pagans 
of all types fall through the cracks in 
the legislation for religious and faith 
communities, as do many other faiths 
who do not have public, communal 
worship spaces outside their own 
homes. My coven has a dedicated 
temple/ritual space in my home. a 
number of you got a peak at it during 
my recent talk for concord on Pagan 
Holy Places, but because it is in my 
home, and only accessible through my 
home, we haven’t been able to hold 
any ‘communal worship’ since March 
last year.  as you might expect, I am 
less than happy with the situation, as 
anyone who has asked me about such 
will have heard me say. before you ask, 
we have tried doing rituals over Zoom, 
but it just doesn’t work, not with how 
we practise and what we believe.

so where have I found spiritual 
sustenance during the pandemic? not 
in external practice/worship, that’s 
for sure. It just isn’t the same, and 
as someone once said ‘you cannot be 
a witch alone!’ Getting out into any 
actual nature is difficult when you 
are reliant on public transport, are 

Holocaust Memorial 
Day 2021

THIs year’s HMD evenT will be 
online and pre=recorded. The Lord 
Mayor of Leeds will open this civic 

remembrance event, which this year will 
be shown at www.leedstownhall.co.uk 
due to the cOvID-19 restrictions.  This 
event will be available to watch online from 
2pm on sunday 24th January to 11.59pm 
on Wednesday 27th January.

The theme for the 2021 event is ‘be 
the light in the darkness’ and there will 
be a keynote speech by Dr alessandro 
bucci, co-director of the Holocaust 
Learning & exhibition centre, university 
of Huddersfield, and ben barkow, chair 
of the Holocaust survivors’ Friendship 
association.

The event will include a virtual reading 
of W.H. auden’s poem Refugee Blues 
by young people from carriageworks 
young Theatre Makers, the breeze arts 
Foundation at Leeds Playhouse, Opera 
north and Pyramid.

There will be a reading of the seven 
statements of commitments with candle 
lighting, by representatives of different 
groups persecuted including Holocaust 
survivors, people with additional needs, 
the LGbT+ community and remembering 
srebrenica. The event will close with a 
traditional Hebrew memorial prayer sung 
by the President of bradford synagogue, 
rudi Leavor, beM.

This 
online event 
will include 
british sign 
Language (bsL) 
interpreters.

For more 
info please see 
the poster or 
contact helen.
taylor@leeds.
gov.uk  or 0113 
378 7191
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a number of months now, and so we get 
together once a week on a Tuesday night 
on Zoom, from across europe, and come 
together to learn about Hermetics and 
the meditative practices behind it. so, we 
are each, individually, even though we 
are collectively together, working on our 
inner thoughts, beliefs and understanding, 
and it has been a definite life-line that is 
truly appreciated. as well as this, a lot of 
what I have been doing has been trying 
to keep myself sane, and not go ‘stir 
crazy’. anything that could go online 
has, so the monthly Pagan moots (anglo-
saxon for ‘meeting’) that I facilitate have 
gone online, as has the Initiatory Wiccan 
Training Group I run. I see this as a part 
of not only care for myself, as a part of 
my role of high priestess of my coven, 
and as a pagan representative in the wider 
community, but as pastoral work and care 
for others as well, as we get to ‘touch base’ 
with each other at least once a month and 
continue to study together, even if we can’t 
practise together currently. I look forward 
to the day when I can talk and write about 
rituals and celebrations we have shared 
together in person, as we once did. We 
shall never take such things for granted 
ever again.

Jay Anderson

being actively discouraged from using it, 
and live in the suburban sprawl that is 
Leeds. access to truly wild spaces isn’t 
happening. so, my garden and small altars 
to personal deities around my home have 
to suffice. I’m lucky, I suppose, that in 
my tradition we divide the year into four 
tides – activation (spring), consolidation 
(summer), recession (autumn), and 
Lustration (Winter). The Tide of Lustration 
usually runs from Winter solstice to spring 
equinox, and since we were in lockdown 
by spring equinox 2020, as a coven we 
never really left that Tide of Lustration 
that started in late December 2019, and 
so, to me, the lockdowns and continuing 
restrictions throughout 2020 and now into 
2021 just ‘scream’ that this is an extended 
period of Lustration. I trust that the 
Goddess and her consort, know why this 
extended period of Lustration is necessary 
for the world, even if I don’t – especially 
when so much loss is being endured on 
a daily basis.

Lustration takes its name from ancient 
Greece and rome and their Lustratio 
purification rituals; the Tide is a period of 
time when one looks inwards, as everything 
in the external world withdraws in order 
to renew itself for the year to come. It is 
a period of time when we as a coven look 
inwards through the use of meditation 
and pathworking. so, being apart as a 
result of covid, we have been working on 
ourselves and our interests in the wider 
esoteric/occult sphere, 
so that when we come 
back together, when it 
is completely safe to 
do so, our coven and 
group practice and 
rituals will be enriched 
by the meditation and 
work we have been 
doing individually. 
We are lucky that the 
coven has a mutual 
friend who has been 
offering a Hermetic 
Meditation course for 

Winter sunset in Roundhay Park—the light 
of hope in the gloom. Picture by Gurmukh. 
See his articles on page 11.
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scHOOLs WeLcOMe!  i s  an 
initiative endorsed by the Leeds 
sacre to provide people from 

faith communities with training to enable 
them to feel confident about hosting visits 
from schools. Local schools recognise that 
places of worship displaying the logo are 
welcoming and willing to host educational 
visits. Quality educational visits help to 
build pupils’ understanding of different 
faiths and to explore the experience of 
people of faith in an educational context.

Many places of worship already 
welcome school visits and others would 
like to be able to link up with schools 
more effectively. Training and support is 
provided free of charge and is available to 
faith communities in Leeds in partnership 
with Leeds city council. 

The schools Welcome badge is displayed 
by faith communities which offer quality 
education visits for schools. To achieve 
this recognition, faith communities and 
volunteers meet several criteria covering 
training, protocols, learning activities and 
facilities.   

alastair ross will be running a course 
on Zoom on Tuesday 2nd February, 
9.30am–11.30am. Places are limited. Look 
at our website for a link to a flyer. For 
further details e-mail helen.rivers@leeds.
gov.uk 

RE and Relationships, Sex 
and Health Education

THe LeeDs sacre is undertaking a 
project to support teachers delivering 
the new statutory relationships, sex 

and Health education curriculum. There is 
professional guidance for teachers on what 
to cover in lessons and it is not sacre’s 
role to duplicate or confuse this. However, 
because of the sensitivity involved and 
the (diverse) views of members of faith 
communities, teachers are often nervous 
and confused about aspects of rsHe and 
these perspectives.

Together with calderdale and kirklees 
they would like to put together a support 
document. This would be in the form of 
an anthology of perspectives, offering 
authentic faith approaches, but not 
purporting to be a scholarly textbook. 
The aim would be to help teachers gain 
understanding and therefore confidence, 
and also to reassure parents that faith 
perspectives are understood. a key aspect 
of this would be short paragraphs on the 
approach of a particular faith to the areas 
covered in the rsHe curriculum. alastair 
ross, who advises the sacres and is a 
member of concord, wonders if members 
of concord might be able to contribute 
to this.

If you might be interested in this 
project, look at our website for fuller 
information. alastair will very happy to 
explain more fully if that is useful. email 
alastair@penninelearning.com

‘All of you remind me of how 
Scripture describes a calling born out 
of the wilderness. A calling to serve, 
not to be served. A calling toward 
justice, healing, hope — not hate. To 
speak the good news, and followed by 
some good deeds. It’s not just enough 
to speak the good news, but good 
deeds.’ —Joe Biden
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Jay anDersOn kicked off our new 
series on Holy Places with a scintillating 
Zoom session in november outlining 

and illustrating Pagan examples. she 
displayed a rich array of photographic 
material to support a well-structured and 
comprehensive exposition, delivered with 
Jay’s usual liveliness and panache.

‘Holy’ or ‘sacred’ 
p l a c e s  a r e  d e f i n ed 
as places dedicated to 
God or to a religious 
purpose, and they may 
involve concepts both 
of immanence and of 
transcendence.

The first type, which 
Jay dealt with at length, 
are archaeological and 
historical sites connecting 
with ancestors, the world 
and home. The oldest 
include Göbekli Teke in 
Turkey, the egyptian 
pyramids, the Parthenon 
in athens, stonehenge 
and many other famous 
sites. nearer home are the standing stones 
on Ilkley Moor, rudston monolith and 
others. Jay explored the significance of 
such places in terms of their original uses 
and significance to Pagans today pursuing 
magical mystery and a sense of connection 
with the past.

Then a second type of sacred place is 
what Jay called ‘otherworldly spaces’, such 
as rock formations, waterfalls, caves, glens 
and hills—natural environments where 
earth meets sky and the underworld, 
and land meets water. Glastonbury Tor, 
Flamborough, Pendle Hill and many other 
such places draw Pagans to reflect on 
human connections with the natural world.

The third type of sacred place that 
Jay described is the personal spaces that 

Pagans make. some, like herself, have a 
shrine at home with symbols and figurines 
which provide a focus for meditation and 
ritual. she explained that the two Pagan 
ritual spaces in Leeds—the stone circle 
in stourton and the spiral at rosebank 
road—were created around 2000 as part 
of a Millenium project. The fact that 

they are modern rather 
than ancient does not 
detract from their value 
to Pagans who can use 
them as places of worship 
alone or with others. she 
concluded that anywhere 
can be a sacred place if 
you make it one. ritual 
makes a place sacred as 
needed.

cynthia Dickinson, 
giving the vote of thanks, 
said she had had high 
expectat ions for this 
session and had not been 
disappointed. she spoke 
for us all in saying she had 
enjoyed it.

JSS

Holy Places in Paganism

Jay conducting a ritual at the Rosebank 
Road Spiral as part of the Concord Walk of 

Friendship in 2010 
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Black Lives Matter

usTaDH aDaM asLaM (Publicity 
Officer for concord’s namaste 
Fund) and David randolph-

Horn (concord’s co-chair) brought us 
an evening of varied participants and 
perspectives on race/racism and the lived 
experience of people of colour on Monday 
11th January.

To break the ice, adam started us off 
with a short quiz. We were then introduced 
to a young man of sudanese heritage who 
lives in Horsforth and is 11 years old, 
Mohammed bakhiet, who gave us his 
perspective on how he defines himself 
in light of his heritage. He sees himself 
in a whole range of roles before he even 
considers his race—he’s a gamer, a video 
editor and a keen reader. He’s a son, a 
brother, a musician, a school student and 
a member of his mosque, and someone 
trying to improve his piano and public 
speaking skills. He’s heavily influenced by 
both his parents who came to the uk and 
both work in the nHs. His grandparents 
are sudanese, his father was raised in 
egypt, and he was born in Ireland, but 
Horsforth is his home. People asking him 
where he is reaLLy from, he often finds 
confusing as it’s not clear cut or easy for 
him, given that his homelife is such a 
melting pot of cultures and tastes. His 
parents and imam have influenced him to 
see people by their actions and words, not 
by the colour of their skin: a lesson that 
we should all live by. Mohammed ended 
his presentation by paying tribute to Mr 
amged el-Hawrani, the first doctor in the 
uk to lose his life to covid-19.

Our next contribution came from the 
revd Dr David randolph-Horn, who told 
a short version of his life story, and how 
it has been impacted for the better by 
his relationships with black people and 
people of colour. He spoke of his time as 
a theological student, and his placement 
at st James’ aston (birmingham), where 
he was hosted by a Jamaican family, 
where his life and outlook were enriched, 
along with his diet. Through a series 
of fortunate events, he ended up being 
appointed priest there, having only been 

ordained for less than a year. He spent the 
next decade in a mainly Muslim parish, 
with a majority afro-caribbean, african 
congregation, which was a very moving 
and educational experience, especially 
during the riots that happened only a year 
after he was appointed. The work done 
whilst he was there looked at exploring 
and deepening the understanding of black 
spirituality, and refuting the false picture 
of Jesus as a white person. He was then 
appointed as the secretary to the Inter-
cities religious council in the Department 
of the environment, that was multi-cultural 
in make-up; this was a time of a lot of inter-
faith friendship, solving conflicts between 
faiths and challenging racism and religious 
discrimination. as associate Director of the 
Leeds church Institute, when he came to 
Leeds, he worked with Tony Parry (now 
bishop of the new Testament church 
of God) to create a report on religious 
Discrimination on behalf of the anglican 
Diocese.

I was really happy to find out that our 
next contributor was speaking at the event, 
as I had heard her sing previously, and so 
was looking forward to what she had to 
say about race and racism. Pariss elektra, 
who has performed at previous concord 
events,is politically and culturally black (of 
Jamaican and Montserratian descent), and 
is an initiate of the Hare krishna spiritual 
movement. she opened her contribution 
with a beautiful prayer that she sang. 
Her Guru Dev is Pari brajat Maharaj, a 
black man from Hackney. she shared the 
following with us, from her Guru Dev: 
‘We are spirit soul, but in this conditioned 
stage of our existence there may be many 
conflicts based upon race, colour or creed, 
so krishna consciousness is the purifying 
stage of our life. We want to promote peace 
and happiness to everyone. It is necessary 
for us to give and to receive love and 
affection from one another. This is only 
possible when we please krishna, or God, 
and when we place God at the centre, 
otherwise it is impossible. If we all have our 
separate interests, how will it be possible 
to harmonize? Our selfish interests will 
interfere with God’s purpose for us all. so, 
our selfish interests can create disharmony 
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in a prevalent way.’ Her perspective was 
refreshing, highlighting the fact that we are 
all ‘spirit soul’; we are not our body, we 
are not our mind, and our transient, bodily 
state should be transcended to focus on our 
higher consciousness. We should look to 
those aspects of ourselves that are beyond 
the things that make us ‘different’.

 Our final speaker of the evening was 
ustadh adam aslam, whe shared with us 
a Muslim perspective on race and racism 
within Islamic communities. There is the 
assumption in the wider world—and adam 
is very conscious of this—that Islam is a 
faith of those who are arabic in origin/
descent. His talk went on to highlight 
how this is not the case, no matter the 
wider perceptions. adam referred to bilal, 
one of the Prophet’s first companions, an 
ethiopian, who, at the time when Makkah 
and Medina were joined together under 
Islam, was the first Muslim to give the 
call to prayer, to people who would have 
treated him as a slave due to the colour of 
his skin. He then went on to speak about 
the civil rights Movement in america, 
starting in the 1960s with Malcolm X, 
the leader of the nation of Islam (noI), 
and the work that was done by them for 
racial equality. The noI are classed as a 
new religious Movement, as a result of 
their differing beliefs from Islam, but they 
themselves do identify as Muslims, no 

matter the divergence. adam then went 
on to speak about the legend who was 
Muhammad ali, who was a member of 
the noI and later a sunni Muslim, who 
had a definite interest in sufism. The 
racism in society, and in the literature and 
poetry that exists within Islam, needs to be 
challenged, where Islam has been ‘white-
washed’ as an arabized tradition, due to 
their lighter skin tone. The prophet himself 
was of dark-skinned origin; his nephew 
ali (who is revered in the shia tradition) 
was called abu Turab, ‘Father of blackness 
(soil)’, which was used as an insult, 
due to the darkness of his skin. adam 
finished his contribution by highlighting 
three black Islamic scholars who he 
recommended we look into to get a broader 
picture of Islam today: sheikh noreen 
siddique, Professor sherman Jackson, 
and Dr amina Wadud, recommendations 
I will definitely be pursuing. Having 
spent some time studying Islam, I found 
adam’s contribution to also be incredibly 
refreshing, when looking at Islam, race 
and racism.

The evening concluded with a question-
and-answer session from amongst the 
22 participants, and our thanks were 
expressed to all speakers by Hannah bloom 
of concord’s executive committee.

Jay Anderson
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FaIrTraDe makes a real difference to 
the lives of more than seven million 
farmers, workers and their families 

in 59 developing countries. To make it 
effective we might need to ask, repeatedly, 
that shops stock Fairtrade goods for us 
to buy.

seeking justice in the world is a 
fundamental tenet of all faiths and 
campaigning for Fairtrade is one way in 
which many faith groups are pursuing that 
goal. If you would like to get involved in a 
practical and empowering scheme which 
gets the whole community involved, then 
you can take part in the Fairtrade Places 
of Worship scheme.

Faith groups are key supporters of 
Fairtrade with thousands of places of 
worship making the connection between 
trade and poverty, and committing to 
using Fairtrade products including tea, 
coffee, sugar and biscuits, forming a 
central pillar of the Fairtrade movement.

Hundreds of events are organised 
throughout the year—particularly during 
the annual Fairtrade Fortnight—as well 
as including prayers and readings about 
Fairtrade in their worship. Many places of 
worship have also worked to have their 
support of Fairtrade officially recognised 
by achieving Fairtrade status.

Faith in Fairtrade Fortnight 2021 
February 22 - March 7

How to become a Fairtrade Place of 
Worship

To be part of the campaign by becoming 
a Fairtrade Place of Worship, you need 
to register with the Fairtrade Foundation 
uk. your church, meeting house, 
mosque,synagogue or temple must 
commit to:  
•	 using Fairtrade products wherever 

possible (at least tea, coffee and 
sugar) and sharing this information 
with congregants; 

•	 celebrating Fairtrade Fortnight 
and integrating Fairtrade into the 
life of your place of worship 
through other faith-based holidays, 
sermons and services; 

•	 engaging with other Fairtrade 
campaigns and connecting 
with community groups, such as 
schools and towns, where possible. 

you can commit to the Fairtrade Place 
of Worship scheme online by emailing 
the Fairtrade Foundation at  
faiths@fairtrade.org.uk 
with the address and postcode of 
your place of worship to receive your 
personalised form.

Once your application has been 
processed, you will receive a Fairtrade 
certificate to display in your church, 
meeting house, mosque, synagogue or 
temple.

Cynthia Dickinson

Our innermost prayer should be that 
a Hindu should be a better Hindu, a 
Muslim a better Muslim, a Christian 
a better Christian. I broaden my 
Hinduism by loving other religions 
than my own…. All religions are true’
—  Mahatma Gandhi 
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a GrOuP of sikh volunteers, 
inspired by Guru nanak’s message 
to humanity of oneness and his 

key values, have been fundraising to 
plant 550 trees and place an information 
board/seating at carr Manor Fields, 
stonegate road, Leeds. also one tree with 
information will be planted at roundhay 
Park, Leeds to celebrate the 550th birth 
anniversary of Guru nanak Dev Ji.

Guru nanak was the founder of sikhism 
and promoted the universal message of 
one creator (Ik onkar) and equality. 
The Guru said ‘there are no Hindus 
or Muslims’, which means our 
humanity comes first rather than 
the faith we hold and practise.

a crowd funding page started in 
2019 and closed on 10th Jan 2021. 
a great big thank you to concord, 
Leeds Faiths Forum,  religion and 
belief Hub members, the Leeds 
Parks Department, and to everyone 
who made a donation or supported 

the project team in any way. The project 
target was £9000 and we managed to raise 
£10822 with some 203 supporters from all 
walks of life and from different faiths.

One cedar was planted at roundhay 
Park on 4th november, and five extra 
large trees on 25th november at carr 
Manor Fields were planted by the Parks 
Department on behalf of the Project 
Team, the sikh community and the local 
community. The planting events planned 
for 21st november and 10th January had 
to be postponed because of the lockdown. 
The remaining tree will be planted by the 
community, perhaps in november 2021.

Gurmukh Singh Deagon

Expressing Hope and 
Humanity Through Trees

A Sikh Prayer for Everyone

THIs sHabaD is by Guru amar Daas 
Ji in raag bilaaval
Salok, Third Mehla:

The world is going up in flames— shower it 
with Your Mercy and save it!
Save it, and deliver it, by whatever method 
it takes.
The True Guru has shown the way to peace, 
contemplating the True Word of the Shabad.
Nanak knows no other than the Lord, the 
Forgiving Lord. 

In these days of covid-19, I want to 
share these words from the sikh Guru 
Granth sahib Ji. This prayer verse has 
proved  a great help in my own well 
being and mental health and has helped 

through thick and thin,  where we have 
all lost someone from our family and circle 
of friends.

The pictures of candles are my hope as 
I contemplate Life and Death. Hope helps 
us to survive. 

Gurmukh Singh Deagon
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Obituary

PETER DALE

PeTer DaLe has been with concord 
for well-nigh 30 years. His christian  
faith has enabled him to cross through 
barriers of separation to arrive at a very 
positive and wholesome spiritual stance 
enriching us as well as himself. Of 
course he is a Lancashire lad –and that 
may be a clue to his spirit of enquiry 
and adventuring! However, we believe 
there are other clues to be found in his 
life’s journey.

born in Manchester, as a young 
teenager Peter was one of many children 
evacuated from that vulnerable city 
during WW2. He was welcomed into 
a home at Wirksworth, Derbyshire, 
remaining long enough to complete his 
secondary education, and then to return 
to start work with a Manchester insurance 
firm. In 1945 he was called up to military 
service for three years, during which 
he spent one year in Greece and one in 
Palestine. Peter then returned to work 
with the Manchester insurance firm.

However, after two years Peter changed 
occupation and entered the sphere of 
public health. Throughout his employment 
years as he progressed from a school lab 
assistant to works manager of both rodley 
and Horsforth Waste Water Treatment 
Works he was involved in qualification 
studies and occupational transfers which 

brought him finally to settle 
in Leeds.

Peter’s early christian 
nurturing was with the 
church of england in 
Manchester. His father 
and two brothers served 
in the raF and one of 
his brothers, who was an 
raF bomber command 
navigator, was killed over 
Frankfurt during WW2. 
Their family received so 
much support, sympathy 

and concern from the local rector and 
church that Peter reckons his vital 
christian faith stems particularly from 
those circumstances.

Peter met Pam in shrewsbury when 
he first worked at shrewsbury school, 
but then later through a rambling club 
their friendship blossomed, and they 
were married in 1966. They lived in sale 
(whilst he worked in Macclesfield) for a 
time prior to coming to Leeds. Peter took 
early retirement in 1983 and then took a 
course in sociology with Trinity and all 
saints college, which led to him gaining 
a Leeds university ba (Hons) degree in 
sociology & Public Media.

These latter years proved to be times of 
search and enquiry for Peter in respect of 
his faith and christian allegiance. He and 
Pam became involved with the Quakers 
and were very happy with them. Pam 
applied for membership and has remained 
so ever since. However, Peter’s spirituality 
was rooted in the liturgical tradition and 
festivals of the church of england and he 
searched for an anglican church which 
was adventurous and forward looking,   

PETER DALE died of the coronavirus 
on 1st January. His funeral will be 
in Skipton at noon on Monday 25th 

January, with the Revd Dr 
David Randolph Horn giving 
the eulogy. Peter’s frailty in his 
latter years and relocation first 
to Rawdon then to Ilkley made 
his recent active participation in 
Concord rare, but both he and 
Pam have remained enthusiastic 
supporters. From February 
2019 Peter lived in a care home 
with dementia, which meant a 
painful separation from Pam. 
Our sympathies and prayers 
are with her and their children 
in their loss.

In June 2008 the Revd Trevor Bates 
interviewed Peter and wrote this profile in 
our newsletter:
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willing to face up to the current issues of 
ecumenical opportunities and interfaith 
relationships. This brought Peter to 
where he is now–with all Hallows Parish 
church–so being involved with both 
Quakers and anglicans.

During his Quaker period in the late 
1970s he attended, with a friend, an 
interfaith meeting which was relocated to 
st Matthew’s Parish Hall when the revd 
Trevor Huddleston was the guest speaker. 
Later in 1984 Peter did a college placement 
with rabbi Douglas charing, who, at that 
time, was Director of the Jewish education 
bureau and of the concord resource 
centre. 

These influences among others moved 
Peter to become a member of concord  
and he has been with us ever since. He 
became our treasurer from 1997 until 2005. 
He served on the sub-committee for a 
revision of the concord constitution and 
was our correspondent with the charity 
commission. Peter gave a talk to concord  
some years ago on the subject of ‘being 
Human’, arguing that this is our calling 
from God and not to ‘be overtly religious’ 
That occasion is still remembered by some 
of us.

Peter’s concerns embrace world peace, 
unity and justice, deeper bonds between 
Jews, christians and Muslims, to counter 
anti-semitism and Islamophobia and to 
see such attitudes 
rejected for ever. 
H e  wa s  p a r t l y 
responsible for the 
concord  statement: 
‘Our experience 
i s  t h a t  d e epe r 
sharing increases 
our  respect  for 
other tradit ions 
(and throws) new 
light on our own.’ 
Peter says his prime 
hobbies these days 
are walking and 
music.

At the Annual Peace Service in October 
2005 Hamed Pakrooh, then Chair of 
Concord, presented Peter with Honorary 
Life Membership ‘as a token of the affection 
and esteem in which he is held and in 
appreciation of his loyalty, dedication and 
contribution to the work and achievements 
of Concord over many years, particularly 
as its Treasurer.’

Peter leading the first Walk of Friendship in May 2006.

both Pam and Peter share the same 
ideals and Pam’s quiet presence amongst 
us at our meetings is always greatly 
appreciated. They have three children, 
Michael, andrew and elizabeth (Lis). 
I don’t think we could have finer 
representatives of the christian faith 
among us than Peter and Pam.
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Obituary

Kath Harwood

kaTH HarWOOD, one of concord’s stauchest 
supporters, died peacefully at home on 4th 
December 2019 at the age of 85 following a very 

short illness. Her funeral was at rawdon on Monday 
11th January.

kath, a regular attender at concord meetings and events, 
was an eager and perceptive contributor to any discussion. 

kath was passionate about peace and justice and had a 
particular concern about the Palestinians. she was a regular 
visitor to Israel, making friends with Jews, Muslims and 
christians there, and for many years organised and led 
groups of christians to the Holy Land. she supported and 
visited the sabeel christian centre in Jerusalem which 
promotes the cause of peace in Israel-
Palestine, and was a founder member 
of yorkshire Friends of sabeel who say 
‘kath was fantastic, chairing meetings, 
getting us all going, encouraging us to 
have regular events for our supporters 
and always smiling and friendly whenever 
new people arrived.’ she also supported 
the Quakers’ ecumenical accompaniment 
Programme in Palestine and Israel (eaPPI) 
spending time with volunteers as they 
monitored places where Israeli-Palestinian 
interactions might be tense.  another 
of her causes was Positive action for 
refugees and asylum seekers (PaFras) 
in Leeds where she volunteered regularly.

The revd Trevor bates recalls that in the 
1990s kath became a pilgrimage leader for 
groups visiting Israel, and in the spring 
of 1995 led a group from Oxford Place for 
ten days. For the second half of the visit 
the group stayed in Tiberias, and kath 
arranged for some of the group to make 
an unforgettable visit to Ibillin to meet 
Father elias chacour of the Melkite catholic 
community. Father elias was becoming 
world renowned for his peacemaking work 
in that distressed village and in 1994 was awarded the World Methodist Peace award.

kath was a notable musician. she was organist and pianist at Oxford Place 
Methodist church until she retired and joined crossgates Methodist church, where 

Kath on flute with the 
Harwood Singers at the 

Peace Service in 2008

Kath with Cynthia leading the Walk of 
Friendship in 2019
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she organised a programme of monthly 
musical concerts by various groups and 
sometimes herself performed on piano or 
flute. Her small ensemble, the Harwood 
singers, sang at concord’s Peace service 
in 2008.

WHaT IF speaking and writing are 
merely extensions of thinking? 
That is to say, when one makes 

an utterance, expresses an opinion or 
other, one is not necessarily making a truth 
claim, however much one may believe that 
to be the case. rather, one is expressing 
a thought which was too complex to be 
merely felt, but had to be expressed in 
speech, so that the environment—in our 
case, family, friends, colleagues etc.—may 
assist in untangling one’s emotional and 
mental processes.

What if speaking the truth meant 
expressing what one really felt and 
thought, and not what one were told to 
believe and regurgitate based on some 
external authority and power? Of course, 
authorities such as parents and culture 
give us language, the particular forms 
into which we pour out our soul, but they 
cannot give us truth itself, because truth 
cannot be based on anything external to 
our intellectual conscience. Is it not the 
case that sometimes parents and teachers 
make demands on children without 
justifying themselves, but ‘because I said 
so!’?

but then again, if one lives in a society 
where the lower passions rule, i.e. a society 
that has made god in man’s image, and not 
man in God’s image (ineffable, mysterious, 
incomprehensible, and indefinable like 
love), then the distinction between 
outright lies, deception, falsehood and 
mischief are confused with expressing 
doubts, genuine concerns, and the all too 
natural rebelliousness and teasing that 
comes with growing up.

Would it be an injustice towards religion 
to say that the distinction that people make 
between the sacred and profane is an 
arbitrary distinction influenced by culture 
and politics? Is it not the case that when a 
society or a religion suppresses authentic 
expression—in thinking, feeling and 
speaking—then people tend to exaggerate 
the profane only to vent their suppressed 
emotions which became dark and demonic 
over time, such that any changes in society 
are seen in the most negative light (i.e. 
modernity, postmodernity)? and would 
it then not be the case that such people 
become locked in an ideological battle, 
become exhausted, eventually losing the 
ability to reason clearly, only ever thinking 
reactively and never proactively, and 
begin seeing enemies, traitors, and the 
‘antichrist’ everywhere?

Is not perceiving a profane world an 
indirect way of slandering existence, and 
thus God? Would a believer who perceives 
the world entirely as sacred not behave 
differently, more consciously, towards 
his ‘opponents’? Would not the believer, 
then, behave towards the ‘other’ as does a 
mother towards her child? a mother is not 
offended when her child vomits on her, 
and she will definitely not expect anything 
from the child other than his natural and 
gradual growth in consciousness.

It seems to me that there is no dichotomy 
between the sacred and the profane, truth 
and falsity, but exactly this all too natural 
and gradual growth.

Belal Ahmed 

Youth Perspective

On Thinking About Thinking: Religion and the Sacred

Her warmth, her infectious smile, 
her enthusiasm and joie de vivre will 
be greatly missed. We are glad to have 
known her. Our thoughts and prayers are 
with her husband, ken, children alison, 
Jackie and Mark, and grandchildren.
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* Bahá’í, Jewish, and Muslim festivals usually 
begin on the evening before the given date.

February  
1 or 2 Imbolc Pagan
  2  candlemas - Presentation of christ   
  in the Temple  christian 
12  chinese new year  confucian,  
   Daoist, buddhist 
15  nirvana Day  buddhism
16 vasant Panchami  Hindu
17  ash Wednesday, Lent begins christian 
18  Founder’s Day          brahma kumari 
22  Maha shivaratri  Hindu
 26  Purim Jewish
  
MarcH   
 1  st. David of Wales  christian 
 2-20* nineteen Day Fast bahá’í
10 Lailat al Miraj Muslim
12  Maha shivaratri Hindu
 17  st. Patrick’s Day  christian 
 20  spring equinox - Ostara  Pagan 
 21* naw-rúz (new year)  bahá’í 
25  Lady Day christian
  Mahavir Jayanti Jain

Calendar of Festivals                             Spring 2021
25-april 2  ramayana  Hindu
 28 Lailat al bara’ah Muslim 
  Maga Puja Day buddhist
  Pesach Jewish
  Palm sunday christian
 29  Holi Hindu

aPrIL
 1 Maundy Thursday christian
 2  Good Friday christian
 4 easter Day christian
  8  yom Hashoah Jewish
 13 Hindi new year                     Hindu 
 13-21 ramayana Hindu
13* ramadan begins Muslim
 14  baisakhi (vaisakhi)  sikh 
 15* yom Ha’atzmaut Jewish
16* First Day of ridvan  bahá’í 
 21 ravanami Hindu
23  st. George’s Day  christian 
 27 Hanuman Jayanti Hindu
  Mahavir Jayanti Jain
 29* ninth Day of ridvan  bahá’í
 30* Lag b’Omer Jewish
 

`

Leeds City Peacelink Group

PeaceLInk’s December meeting, 
he ld  on  Zoom,  inc luded  a 
presentation by Hannah Langdana 

on the work done by Leeds Development 
education council. she focused on how 
they engage with young people on matters 
relating to sustainability, climate change, 
migration and the united nation’s 
global goals. The resources provided 
can be used by schools in subjects 
such as science, maths, re and 
citizenship. 

some members of the group are 
planning to celebrate the ratification 

of the un’s Treaty on the Prohibition of 
nuclear Weapons on Friday 22 January. 
This was achieved by nobel Peace 
Prize organisation Ican (International 
campaign to abolish nuclear Weapons). 
They will meet in Park square at 11am, 
hopefully round a Peace pole, then move to 
Mill Hill chapel at noon. Peacelink would 

also like to see the un flag 
raised by Leeds city council. 
chair of the Group, cllr David 
blackburn, is tabling a white 
paper asking the council to 
endorse Ican’s cities appeal.

Cynthia Dickinson  


